


2022 Version

Mastrotto Authentic Leather

ML-01  black ML-02  grey ML-03  brown

ML-04  Slver brown ML-05  khaki grey ML-06   pearl white

Authentic 

LWG
the maximum score of LWG

Sofa leather: "Leather" is a common word in the leather products market.  It is a conventional name for us to 

distinguish the natural leather from synthetic leather.  Animal leather is a kind of natural leather, which we often 

called "real leather". It is made of animals（raw hides）by tannery tanning processing, becomes leather materials 

with various characteristics, strength, feel, colors, and patterns. It is a necessary material for modern leather 

products.

Authentic Serises uses Italian first layer cattle hide, which has been modified and embossed to enhance the 

appear-ance of larger particles.  It is a natural material which with better elasticity, softness, air permeability, tear 

resistance.

Topcoat cowhide

Tear resistance



Mastrotto Linea Collection

2022 Version

MC-20  yellow MC-49  tea white

MC-24  navy

MC-53 green MC-62 Reddish brown MC-63 dawn grey

Linea 

LWG
the maximum score of LWG

Sofa leather: "Leather" is a common word in the leather products market.  It is a conventional name for us to 

distinguish the natural leather from synthetic leather.  Animal leather is a kind of natural leather, which we often 

called "real leather". It is made of animals（raw hides）by tannery tanning processing, becomes leather materials 

with various characteristics, strength, feel, colors, and patterns. It is a necessary material for modern leather 

products.

Linea Serises uses Italian first layer cattle hide, which has been modified and embossed to enhance the 

appearance of larger particles. It is a natural material which with better elasticity, softness, air permeability, tear 

resistance.

Topcoat cowhide

抗撕裂
Tear resistance



All colors of this collection in this book can be made into high-end quilting.

2022 Version

ACE SMART Microfiber LeatheretteACE SMART Microfiber Leatherette

Note: Slightly chromatic aberration for different bacthes have a variation of +/-5% with the real product, to spot shall prevail. 
We reservethe right to alter technical specifications without notice.

ASSQ-2153  black

AS-2152  dark blue AS-2153 black AS-2134  brown

AS-2147 grey blue AS-2151  grey brown AS-2104  light khaki

AS-2118  pink AS-2121  pink green AS-2125  olive



GABRIEL
Gabriel is an international brand of public domain decorative fabrics from Denmark, positioning in Nordic style, headquartered in Aalborg, Denmark, 
with branches in Europe, Asia Pacific, and North America. GABRIEL produces high-end wool upholstery fabrics, screen fabrics, sound-absorbing panels 
and Zenxit breathable materials. It has been using environmentally friendly raw materials to develop new fabrics, and has the EU eco-label, internation-
al textile eco-label and Cradle to Cradle silver certification.

www.gabriel.dk

Environmental quality dates back to 1851



2022 Version

GM-65012   purple

GM-66009   royal blue

GM-64019   red

GM-63013   orange

GM-64124   pink

GM-67053   indigo blueGM-66007   dark blue

GM-63017   jacinthGM-63064   pink

Gabriel Medley

Medley 

˙Rich and charming colors, vivid visual experience created by color mixing

˙The washable temperature is as high as 74 degrees-play a certain sterilization effect 

˙Does not contain heavy metals

˙With international textile eco-label, in line with Möbelfakta system standards

International Textile Ecolabel

100% renewable polyester

75,000Martindale



GM-68002   light green

GM-68005   dark green

GM-67054    cyan

GM-61004   brownGM-61002   khaki GM-61003   coffee

GM-60004   dark greyGM-60167   light grey

GM-62002   yellow

Gabriel Medley

Note: Slightly chromatic aberration for different bacthes  have a variation of +/-5% with the real product, to spot shall prevail. 
 We reservethe right to alter technical specifications without notice.



All colors of this collection in this book can be made into high-end quilting.

2022 Version
Note: Slightly chromatic aberration for different bacthes have a variation of +/-5% with the real product, to spot shall prevail. 

We reservethe right to alter technical specifications without notice.

GMZ-60186  light grey GMZ-60188   grey

Gabriel Mozart

GMZ-60189  dark grey

GMZ-64194  purple GMZ-66159  blue GMZ-66160  dark blue

GMZ-63076  brick red GMZ-64139  redGMZ-64135  pink 

GMZ-62061  yellow

GMZ-68143  light green GMZ-68144  greenGMZ-67062  cyan

Mozart 

100% renewable polyester 80,000MartindaleInternational Textile Ecolabel



KVADRAT
The word Kvadrat means "square" in Danish. The inspiration for the name came from the scratch paper with small squares that designers and engineers 
used to draw sketches in the 1960s. Since 1968, Kvadrat has been in a leading position in the field of textile design and innovation. It is an 
internation-ally renowned advanced design company dedicated to continuously breaking the boundaries of aesthetics, creativity and technological 
progress in textile design.

High-end luxury textile fabrics from Denmark， "Hermes" in fabric brand.



2022 Version

KR-01   light grey KR-02   dark grey KR-03   khaki

KR-04   yellow KR-05   blackish green KR-06   pink

KR-04   yellow

Revive 1 

recycled polyester FR

Cigaratte & Match

60,000 Martindale

Revive 1 

The Revive series fabric uses 100% recycled polyester fiber and has passed Greenguard Gold, HPD, EPD 

certification. It is durable and wear-resistant up to 50,000 revolutions. At the same time, kvadrat's excellent 

technology makes Revive fabrics have a very high light fastness and long It is as bright as new under time use.



www.camirafabrics.com

CAMIRA
Camira is headquartered in West Yorkshire in the north of the United Kingdom. It is the leading brand of European engineering fabrics and has won 
the UK's highest honor five times-the Queen's Award (the Queen's Award is the highest honor issued by the UK for companies). Camira Fabrics has 
won this award three times.



2022 Version

CB-04   red CB-05   dark greyCB-06  light grey

CB-07   grass green CB-01   blackish greenCB-53  green

CB-10   blue      CB-11   light blue CB-08   cyan

CB-39   jacinth CB-40  khaki CB-82   yellowish brown 

CB-58   yellow

Blazer 

New Zealand lamb wool

Cigaratte & Match

Environmentally friendly

Blazer

The Blazer series fabric is made of 100% Laneve wool, which is softer than other pure wool fabrics. It has a 

wear resistance of up to 50,000 revolutions. It does not use any chemical treatment. The dyes are all taken 

from vegetables and are completely degradable. They are certified by EU Flower. Laneve wool The high 

quality of its own, coupled with Camira's technology, makes the color of the Blazer fabric very pure.



Elegant, classic, minimalist, volatile, and vibrant classic fabric

HAFEELE

The unique weave makes its surface have multiple textures and shadows, which is very dynamic. Creates a subtle color mixing effect, the texture of the fabric 
is slightly rough, but it enhances the richness based on nuances and highlights the unique color details. Suitable for decoration of complex plane or 
three-dimensional shape.



Hafeele             - LE9140B

2022 Version

HL-40   Graphite Grey

HL-14   Forest Green

HL-07   Amber

HL-30   Blackish Green

HL-39   Blackish Green

HL-16   Matcha GreenHL-13   Autumn Green

HL-35   Light Mottled Red

HL-28   Gray-Cyan

HL-37   Mottled Red

HL-02    Maize YellowHL-11   Mustard

HL-33   Pale Dogwoo

HL-26   Silver Blue

Coarse-grained Collection

Long useful life

The three-dimensional weaving process has no obvious warp and weft direction, the cloth body is thick, and 

the cloth surface is flat

Light and dark colors merge into exquisite mixed-color patterns, presenting a unique sense of unevenness. 

The mixed-color design can visually weaken the effect of daily wear, improve the durability of the fabric, and 

prolong the use of furniture.

100% polyester

No bulge or wrinkle

Note: Slightly chromatic aberration for different bacthes have a variation of +/-5% with the real product, to spot shall prevail. 
We reservethe right to alter technical specifications without notice.



Hafeele-LE9140B

Hafeele-LE8100

Hafeele-LE8200

HL-49    Lake Blue HL-50    Gentian Blue

HL-8103 HL-8107

HL-8204HL-8202

2022 Version



PP

2022 Version

 White

Light Grey

Cyan Blue

Pale Ocher

Orange

Note: Slightly chromatic aberration for different bacthes  have a variation of +/-5% with the real product, to spot shall prevail. 
 We reservethe right to alter technical specifications without notice.

Belt Chair

Petal Chair

Belt Chair Petal Chair

Belt Chair

Belt Chair



2022 Version

Solid Wood

 Beech 木 Ash

MFC

 White  South American Oak  Sequoia

MDF

白White  Black

Note: Slightly chromatic aberration for different bacthes  have a variation of +/-5% with the real product, to spot shall prevail. 
 We reservethe right to alter technical specifications without notice.





SC-02   Black

C-24  Green

SC-01  grey

SC-04  white

2022 Version

Metal

注释：不同批次的实际产品会存在+/- 5％的色差。我们保留修改技术规格的权利，不另行通知。

Note: Slightly chromatic aberration for different bacthes have a variation of +/-5% with the real product, to spot shall prevail.
We reservethe right to alter technical specifications without notice.

SC-17  cyan-blue

C-21  red C-25  blueC-22  pink

SC-03  snow

AL  Aluminum alloy

C-24  yellowC-26   Orange








